Glycans, or oligosaccharides, play major metabolic, physical, and structural roles in all biological systems.^[@ref1]^ They mediate molecular interactions involved in immune response, inflammation, and cellular signaling, for example.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ Unfortunately, they possess inherent complexity that make them difficult to analyze. This complexity arises from the similarity of their isomeric monosaccharide building blocks as well as the variety of ways they can be attached. The monosaccharide units form a glycosidic linkage at a stereogenic carbon, leading to α and β anomers. In addition, monosaccharides can form more than one glycosidic linkage, leading to regioisomers as well as the possibility of branched structures. Furthermore, the multiplicity of hydroxyl groups allows glycans to be functionalized at different positions, which leads to a distribution of positional isomers. Thus, to define completely the primary structure of a glycan, the monosaccharide composition, glycan sequence, anomericity of each glycosidic linkage, location of functionalization sites, and branching pattern must all be determined, and this requires extremely powerful tools.

Mass spectrometry (MS) is one of the most important methods for structural characterization of glycans due to its speed and sensitivity.^[@ref4]−[@ref6]^ While MS alone is unable to distinguish isomeric species, its combination with liquid chromatography^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ and enzyme degradation^[@ref9]^ enables the resolution of many of these isomers. Moreover, tandem MS techniques (MS^n^) can provide detailed information including monosaccharide composition, connectivity, and branching.^[@ref10]−[@ref15]^ A variety of dissociation techniques have been employed for tandem MS of glycans, including collision induced dissociation (CID),^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD),^[@ref18]^ and electron based methods.^[@ref19]−[@ref21]^ While CID is the most common method used in tandem MS, it induces fragmentation primarily at the glycosidic linkage in positively charged glycans. It has been largely assumed that cross-ring fragmentation is necessary to obtain information on the anomericity of the glycosidic bonds, and this has led to CID investigations of anionic glycans as well as the use of electron-based dissociation methods for cationic glycans. However, recent experiments from Compagnon and co-workers^[@ref22]^ as well as those by Pellegrinelli et al.^[@ref23]^ have shown that the anomericity of glycosidic bonds seem to be retained in the C~n~ fragments^[@ref24]^ produced by CID, which renders this approach particularly powerful for glycan analysis.

Nevertheless, apart from relatively small oligosaccharides, MS^n^ alone cannot distinguish among all isomeric forms. However, its limitations can be overcome by using MS in conjunction with additional orthogonal separation techniques. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), which separates gas phase ions based on their average collision cross section (CCS), can be easily coupled to MS for glycan analysis. A particularly promising technique combines IMS with tandem MS, since the mobility of the fragments can be more informative than that of the intact parent ions.^[@ref13],[@ref15],[@ref25]−[@ref29]^ However, until recently, the available IMS techniques did not have sufficient resolving power for unambiguous identification of isomeric species. Using what they have termed structures for lossless ion manipulations (SLIM), Smith and co-workers have demonstrated ultrahigh-resolution ion mobility^[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ and applied it for glycan separation.^[@ref33]^ In a similar approach, a cyclic IMS instrument has been recently developed to perform (IMS)^n^-MS experiments and has been employed to study pentasaccharides.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^

For unambiguous identification of glycans, one can also add a spectroscopic dimension to IMS-MS. Vibrational spectroscopy in particular reveals important conformational and structural features, and many groups have combined it with MS for structural analysis of a variety of biomolecules,^[@ref36],[@ref37]^ including glycans.^[@ref38]−[@ref41]^ While the use of infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) combined with MS has revealed anomer retention during CID of glycans,^[@ref22]^ the limited spectral resolution at room temperature restricts its application to relatively small glycans and fragments.^[@ref42]^ The spectral resolution can be improved by cryogenically cooling the ions, either in cold ion traps^[@ref43]−[@ref45]^ or in liquid helium droplets.^[@ref46]^ Recently, ion mobility spectrometry has been combined with cryogenic infrared spectroscopy for identification and characterization of glycans, but the limited IMS resolution did not allow the separation of glycan isomers with subtle differences.^[@ref38]^ A promising approach to overcome this limitation combines SLIM-based ultrahigh-resolution IMS with cryogenic infrared spectroscopy.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ Furthermore, isomeric glycans frequently produce isomeric fragments, and until now there has been no tool available to achieve isomer separation of the parent glycan prior to spectroscopic characterization of the fragments. We demonstrate here a new technique for the structural elucidation of glycans by combining ultrahigh-resolution, SLIM-based tandem IMS and cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopy. This approach allows mobility separation of a parent glycan followed by CID, mobility separation of the fragments, and subsequent cryogenic IR spectroscopy of the fragments. This will enable the construction of a spectroscopic database for identifying fragments, which can then be used to help determine the parent glycan structure.

Experimental Methods {#sec2}
====================

SLIM-Based IMS Combined with Collision-Induced Dissociation {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We perform experiments on a home-built instrument, shown schematically in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which couples a SLIM-based traveling-wave ion mobility device with a cryogenic ion trap for spectroscopy and a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer.^[@ref43]^ Briefly, the ions produced by a nanoelectrospray source are transferred into the instrument through a stainless-steel capillary heated to 100--150 °C. A dual-stage ion funnel assembly (MassTech) accumulates the ions before releasing them in short packets (∼150 μs) into a SLIM-based ion-mobility region, where they are separated by their shape (i.e., their rotationally averaged collisional cross section). The arrival-time distributions (ATDs) of the ions can be acquired on a channeltron detector either after *m*/*z* selection by a quadrupole mass filter placed after the IMS region, or without *m*/*z* selection when the arrival times of CID fragments are of interest. The SLIM device, described in detail below, includes a section explicitly designed for collision-induced dissociation. After IMS^n^ analysis, the ions of interest are directed through the differential pumping stages of the instrument using ring-electrode and hexapole guides before entering the cryogenic ion trap, maintained at 40 K, where they are confined and cooled by collisions with a cold buffer gas composed of He/N~2~ in a 90:10 mixture. During the cooling process the ions are tagged with weakly bound N~2~ molecules that serve as a messenger to detect IR absorption. The tagged ions are irradiated for 50 ms with a continuous-wave mid-IR laser (IPG Photonics) operated with 0.2 W output power. Absorption of an infrared photon leads to the redistribution of vibrational energy, causing the N~2~ tag to boil off. We then extract the ions into a TOF-MS and obtain an IR spectrum of the species by monitoring the number of tagged ions as a function of the laser wavenumber.

![Schematic overview of the instrument.](ac0c01265_0001){#fig1}

Ion mobility separation of ions is achieved using a SLIM device that we constructed following the work of Smith and co-workers.^[@ref30],[@ref47]^ Here, traveling-wave (TW) potentials for IM separation are created between a "sandwich" of two mirrored printed circuit boards (PCBs), where RF and DC fields are used for ion confinement, and traveling square-well potentials propel the ions through the N~2~ drift gas at a pressure of 1.5 mbar (see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265/suppl_file/ac0c01265_si_001.pdf)). We recently implemented this technique using a 15 cm × 15 cm device with a single-cycle path length of 1.8 m.^[@ref43]^ Longer path lengths can be achieved by allowing the ions to traverse multiple cycles between the SLIM boards.^[@ref31],[@ref43]^

In the present work, we modified the design of our previously published SLIM-IMS device^[@ref43]^ to incorporate a section in which we perform on-board CID, shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to the 1.5 m serpentine track for ion separation, our new device has a series of on-board traps for selection, storage, and fragmentation of mobility-separated ions,^[@ref48]^ one of which is depicted in the inset of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The procedure by which the ions are fragmented can be explained with the help of the timing diagram displayed in the right-hand panel of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the voltages applied to various electrodes. During period 1, precursor ions are separated on the serpentine track by a traveling wave of 20 V amplitude. When a packet of precursor ions of a certain mobility approaches the trap entrance, we steer them into the trap during period 2 by applying a 40 V DC bias to the blocking electrodes (trace a) while simultaneously lowering the bias on the trap entrance electrodes (trace b) and applying a traveling wave to them. After the parent ions of interest enter the trap, the entrance electrodes are blocked with a 40 V bias. The trap exit electrodes are maintained at 40 V bias to store the ions until fragmentation conditions are applied. During period 3 in which precursor ions are stored in the trap, a TW continually pushes the ions toward the exit electrodes.

![Layout of SLIM-IMS-CID device. Left: overview of SLIM board. Center: details of on-board traps used for CID. Right: potentials used for isolating, trapping, and performing CID in the trap section of the SLIM board. Periods for mobility separation (1), trap filling (2), ion trapping (3), bias increase (4), ion release and fragmentation (5), and further separation or exiting the board (6) are indicated. A more detailed view of the SLIM electrodes is given in [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265/suppl_file/ac0c01265_si_001.pdf).](ac0c01265_0002){#fig2}

In order to perform fragmentation, 3 ms before ions are released, the bias potential of all electrodes in the trap (i.e., DC guard, RF, and TW electrodes) are raised during period 4 by 100 V (traces c--e, respectively), while the exit electrode bias is raised by 140 V. In order to release and accelerate the stored ions, the TW wave is applied to the exit electrodes simultaneously with lowering their bias potential by 180 V (trace f and period 5). The potential difference of 100 V between the trap and the normal serpentine track accelerates ions, which are energized by collisions with the drift gas and fragmented as they exit the trap. The fragments created in this way follow the TW toward the exit of the SLIM device and are either recycled for additional mobility separation (period 6) or diverted to the cryogenic trap, where we record a vibrational spectrum. Further details of the SLIM device and its operating parameters are given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265/suppl_file/ac0c01265_si_001.pdf).

Materials {#sec2.2}
---------

Oligosaccharides *N*-acetyl-[D]{.smallcaps}-lactosamine (Galβ1--4GlcNAc), lacto-*N*-neotetraose (LNnT), and lacto-*N*-tetraose (LNT) were purchased from Dextra (U.K.), while lacto-*N*-hexaose (LNH) was purchased from Carbosynth (U.K.). All were used without further purification. For nanoelectrospray, the pentapeptide AAPPA, Galβ1--4GlcNAc, LNnT and LNT samples were prepared in a 50:50 solution of water/methanol, and LNH was prepared in a 30:70 solution of water/acetonitrile to yield a concentration of 10--30 μM. All solvents were HPLC grade. The experiments were performed using nitrogen (N~2~) as both a drift gas for ion mobility and a collision gas for CID.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Characterization of On-Board CID {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------

The first aim of this study was to characterize on-board CID, which we evaluated using the pentapeptide AAPPA. The singly charged, protonated peptide ions \[AAPPA+H\]^+^ (*m*/*z* = 426.4 Da) were separated from unwanted ions by ion mobility and loaded into the on-board trap. The fragmentation pattern generated upon raising the trap bias and ejecting parent ions is compared to that obtained on a commercial Q-TOF (Waters Premier) in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In both cases, the major fragments observed upon CID are the b~3~, b~4~, and y~4~ ions as well as the internal fragments AP, PP and APP. As shown in the figure, the fragmentation pattern for AAPPA in the SLIM trap is similar to that obtained on the Q-TOF with ions accelerated into the collision region with 20--25 eV.

![Comparison of CID MS-MS spectra of singly charged, protonated peptide AAPPA obtained by on-board CID and Q-TOF Premier, both of which use N~2~ as a collision gas.](ac0c01265_0003){#fig3}

IMS-IMS Combined with Cryogenic Infrared Spectroscopy {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

Having gained the ability to fragment ions directly on the SLIM board, we then applied this technique to characterize glycan fragmentation, starting with the human milk oligosaccharide LNnT. Singly charged, sodiated LNnT ions (*m*/*z* = 730.2 Da) were loaded into the trap and fragmented as described above. The bottom trace of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows the ATD of parent ions that are trapped for 55 ms and then sent through an additional cycle on the SLIM board before exiting and being detected. The upper trace shows the result using the same timing, but this time raising the bias potential of the trap before ejecting ions back onto the separation track. Fragmentation of the parent glycan ions as they exit the trap results in fragments that are separated from the parent during the additional SLIM cycle after CID.

![(a) ATD of the \[LNnT+Na\]^+^ with and without fragmentation, on the top and bottom, respectively, after the ions exit the trap and undergo one additional SLIM cycle. (b) Mass spectrum of \[LNnT+Na\]^+^ and its CID fragments.](ac0c01265_0004){#fig4}

In this case, four well-resolved fragment peaks arrive earlier than the parent ions. The mass spectrum ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) was recorded by sending all of the ions in the arrival-time distribution to the TOF mass spectrometer. Fragmentation occurs mainly at the glycosidic linkages, and the major fragment produced is the B~2~ fragment at *m*/*z* 388.3 Da along with other B/Y fragments (B~3~, Y~3~, Y~4~).^[@ref24]^ The C/Z (C~2~, Z~2~) fragments appear but are much less abundant. The C fragments correspond to an intact glycan and may contain information about the anomericity of glycosidic linkages, and for this reason we focused on the C~2~ fragment.

Anomeric Memory during Breakage of the Glycosidic Linkage {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------------

To address the question of whether anomericity is retained upon fragmentation, we used the intact disaccharide (Galβ1--4GlcNAc), which corresponds to the C~2~ fragment from LNnT, as a reference. To be able to compare the ATD of the reference compound with that of the C~2~ fragment, it is important that they follow exactly the same path on the SLIM device. For this reason, the disaccharide reference ions are first isolated and loaded into the trap, where they remain for few milliseconds, and then subjected to a few additional separation cycles after exiting the trap, which is precisely what was done for the C~2~ fragments. As shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a (top), the ATD of the reference compound exhibits two peaks after nine cycles on the SLIM board. The observation of two peaks in the ATD seems to be characteristic of reducing sugars.^[@ref33],[@ref44]^ These peaks have been attributed to the α and β anomers of the monosaccharide at the reducing end, and their intensities reflect the α/β equilibrium ratio in solution.^[@ref49]^ The observation of only a single mobility peak in the C~2~ fragments from LNnT ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a (bottom)), suggests that only one of the two anomers is present after fragmentation. To confirm this, the spectroscopic fingerprint of both mobility peaks of the Galβ1--4GlcNAc reference were recorded and compared to that of the C~2~ fragment, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. It is clear that the IR spectrum of the C~2~ fragment corresponds to that of the second drift peak.^[@ref23]^ These results clearly confirm the retention of anomericity under the CID conditions used in this work. In previous CID experiments on LNnT performed at low pressure and without mobility analysis,^[@ref23]^ we demonstrated on the basis of its vibrational spectrum alone that the C~2~ fragment corresponds to only one of the two species that we observe upon high-resolution mobility separation of the Galβ1--4GlcNAc reference compound. In this work where we perform CID at millibar pressures, we not only obtain the same spectrum as Pellegrinelli et al.;^[@ref23]^ we also measure the mobility of the fragment and see that it matches to only one of the two mobility-separated peaks of the reference compound.

![(a) ATD of reference sugar Galβ1--4GlcNAc (top) and the C~2~ fragment (bottom) generated upon CID of \[LNnT+Na\]^+^, both obtained after 9 SLIM cycles. (b) The two upper traces represent the cryogenic IR spectrum of the mobility-separated anomers of Galβ1--4GlcNAc, and the bottom trace represents the IR spectrum of the C~2~ fragment.](ac0c01265_0005){#fig5}

In the case of the disaccharide GalNacα1--3Gal, we previously assigned the absolute configuration of the anomeric OH using anomerically pure, methylated reference compounds together with oxygen-18 subtitution.^[@ref44]^ While we have not done this in the case of Galβ1--4GlcNAc, the fact that we break a β glycosidic linkage and observe only a single anomer rather than a mixture strongly suggests that the slower mobility peak in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a corresponds to the β anomer and the faster one to the α anomer. It seems unlikely that the configuration about the C1 carbon of Galβ1--4GlcNAc would invert with 100% yield from β to α upon CID, although technically, we cannot rule it out without using anomerically pure reference compounds.

Isomeric Fragment Identification {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------

Oligosaccharide sequencing is challenging not only because of the presence of various isomeric forms of the parent molecule, but also because the fragments can themselves be isomeric.

[Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the mass spectrum of the hexasaccharide LNH (singly sodiated, *m*/*z* = 1095.2 Da) upon CID on our SLIM board. The Y~2~ fragment, which consists of an intact glycan of *m*/*z* 730.2 Da, can arise from two different fragmentation paths. The LNH precursor can either lose the top branch, yielding the tetrasaccharide Galβ1--3GlcNacβ1--3Galβ1--4Glc, which is called lacto-N-tetraose (LNT), or the bottom branch yielding Galβ1--4GlcNacβ1--6Galβ1--4Glc, which is not commercially available as a standard. Both fragments have the same composition, corresponding to *m*/*z* 730.2 Da (in the sodiated form) and only differ in the configuration of two glycosidic bonds. To be able to use tandem mass spectrometry to reconstruct the parent glycan structure in such cases, we need to be able to distinguish these types of isomeric fragments. To do so, we allowed these fragment ions to undergo additional SLIM cycles after they exit from the trap. The single peak at *m*/*z* of 730.2 Da separates into three different peaks in the ATD, shown on the bottom left of [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. These peaks could correspond to the different isomeric fragments or to conformers of a single fragment. To investigate this, we recorded the cryogenic IR spectrum of each of the mobility separated peaks at *m*/*z* 730.2 Da and compared it to those of tetrasaccharide LNT, which would be the fragment produced from CID of LNH if it would lose the upper branch. The ATD of LNT has two peaks ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265/suppl_file/ac0c01265_si_001.pdf)), and we measure the spectrum of each of them separately. One can clearly see that none of the measured spectra corresponds to that of either isomer of LNT, which suggests that the Y~2~ fragment results from loss of the lower branch. Indeed, Pfenninger et al. reported a similar result for CID of LNH in negative ion mode.^[@ref50]^ While we have excluded the possibility that Y~2~ corresponds to LNT, further experiments are needed to characterize the nature of the species that give rise to the observed ATD features and spectra. Nevertheless, the data of [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the ability of our new technique to distinguish between isomeric fragments, making it a powerful tool for glycan sequencing.

![CID mass spectrum of \[LNH+Na\]^+^ obtained by on-board CID.](ac0c01265_0006){#fig6}

![Arrival time distribution of the Y~2~ fragment of *m*/*z* 730.2 formed upon fragmentation of LNH. The cryogenic IR spectrum of mobility-separated drift peaks is shown below (green, pink, and blue trace for first, second, and third peak respectively). The gray traces show the IR spectra of the LNT reference for comparison.](ac0c01265_0007){#fig7}

Conclusion {#sec4}
==========

We have demonstrated a new approach for glycan identification by combining IMS-IMS with cryogenic IR spectroscopy. The first results illustrate the ability of this tool to address fundamental questions regarding the fragmentation mechanism of the glycosidic linkage. In the case of the tetrasaccharide LnNT, we found that the anomeric configuration of the glycosidic bond is preserved upon generation of the C~2~ fragment; we could make this assignment on the basis of either the fragment ATD or its cryogenic vibrational spectrum. We also used this new tool to study a larger glycan, LNH, where there is a possibility to generate isomeric fragments. Ultrahigh-resolution IMS combined with cryogenic vibrational spectroscopy shows that at least three distinct isomers of the Y~2~ fragment of LNH exist, and that none of them result from the loss of the upper branch.

More generally, having the ability to separate isomeric fragments based upon high-resolution ion mobility allows us to record their spectroscopic fingerprint, and this is particularly important for those for which standards are not available commercially. Our ultimate goal is to develop an (IMS)^n^ technique combined with cryogenic infrared spectroscopy, where a parent glycan of unknown structure is first mobility selected and fragmented. The fragments then can be retrapped, fragmented further, and mobility separated such that an IR spectrum could be obtained on the next generation of fragments. This approach would help us to create a complete database of all possible fragments, which in the case of C~n~ fragments, provides information about the stereochemistry of glycosidic bonds. Such a database should facilitate reconstruction of the parent glycan structure. Once this is determined, the vibrational spectrum of the parent glycan can then be put in a database and used for identification.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265?goto=supporting-info).Operating parameters for the SLIM-based ion mobility separation device in which collision induced dissociation is carried out and arrival-time distribution (ATD) of the LNT reference compound ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01265/suppl_file/ac0c01265_si_001.pdf))
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